Core courses:
506:451 Public History Internship - Dr. O’Brassill-Kulfan

History Workshops:
506:299:01 Slavery, Captivity, & Abolition – Dr. Surkis
506:299:02 Popular Politics, Grassroots, Democracy – Dr. Davis
506:299:03 Inuits to Incas: Native American History – Dr. Townsend
506:299:04 Slavery and Islam – Dr. Mathew

Electives:
01:506:310 New Jersey History—Dr. O’Brassill-Kulfan
082:391 Nineteenth Century Architecture & Society in the US—Dr. Yanni
01:082:430 Cultural Heritage Preservation – Dr. Rico
01:082:441 Topics in Historic Preservation – Dr. Woodhouse
01:082:442 Topics in Historic Preservation – Dr. Woodhouse
01:351:314 Documentary Filmmaking for Writers – Dr. Haimowitz
01:450:321 Geographic Information Systems – Dr. St. Martin
11:550:330 History of Landscape Architecture – Dr. Freytag
01:988:200 Gender, Digital Media, & Social Curation — Dr. Cooper

Each of the courses listed here will be offered this Fall semester and will count toward a requirement for the undergraduate Certificate in Public History. To learn more, click here: http://history.rutgers.edu/undergraduate/public-history-certificate or contact the program coordinator, Dr. O’Brassill-Kulfan at kobrassillkulfan@history.rutgers.edu